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DESCRIPTION DETAILS POINTS MULTIPLE 
SUBMISSIONS?

NOTES

Awesomeness Did you see something or someone awesome?  
Take a photo.

* up to 3 

Alexander Shunnarah 
Billboard

Double Points if you get two billboards in one 
picture.

1000 no

Celebrity Craze Find a celebrity and pretend to be their 
biggest fans. Must obtain an autograph.

1000 no

Rickroll in real life Knock on someones door and sing never 
gonna give you up caroling style

1000 no

Selfie with Sam or 
Crissi Boyer

Take a selfie with Sam or Crissi Boyer 1000 one of each

Take a Dip Find a body of water. Jump in.  Take a photo. 1000 no

Team Photo Photo of your entire team (or at least 6 of them 
together)

1000 up to 3

Plate Specifics Photo a licence plate which has all numbers 
summing to exactly 11.

500 no

Pizza Delivery Find someone employed in pizza delivery. 
Photo a team member with them.

500 no

Station Wagon Spot a grocery getter? Pics or it didn't happen. 500 no

Dance Monkeys! Get at least 7 people to celebrate life and 
dance in a public space!

500 no

Doppleganger Find a stranger who looks just like a team 
member. 500 bonus points to the greatest 
likeness

500 no

Down for the Count Have a stranger punch a teammate. 500 no

Battle of Atlanta Anything with the Battle of Atlanta logo.  
Double points if you’re in the picture.

500 up to 5

Follow The Leader Start a game of follow the leader with no more 
than three people and get others to join in 
without asking them.  Video!

500 no

Out of State Snap a picture of a far-away license plate with a 
team member in the photo. Furthest away gets 
a 500 point bonus.

500 up to 2

ProMac Photo of anything ProMac 500 up to 2

Six-Pack Let's see that washboard! Snap a picture of 
your rock hard abs. Kegs accepted as well.

500 no

Sleepy Time Take a photo with 8 or more people lying down 
simultaneously. At least one team member 
must be in photo.

500 no

US Open Anything with the US Open logo or signage. 
Double points if you’re in the picture.

500 up to 5

Where's Hyper Ben? Find the competitor formerly known as Hyper 
Ben. #whereshyperben

500 no

Yellow Fever Collect mustard packets from at least 5 
different restaurants. Keep the evidence.

500 no

Totally Tatted Dude or 
Dudette

Get a photo of a totally tatted dude or 
dudette! Double points if you get a picture 
with them!

400 no

Back in Black Find two black cars side by side. 400 no
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SCS MARTIAL ARTS & FITNESS PRESENTS 

US OPEN SCAVENGER HUNT 2019 
THE FINE PRINT.  PLEASE READ. NO AFFILIATION OR APPROVAL BY US OPEN.  JUST FOR FUN.  DO NOT INTERRUPT 

COMPETITION OR HARASS PEOPLE.  BE SAFE, NOT STUPID.  HAVE FUN.  BE COURTEOUS AND DEMONSTRATE 
RESPECT. SCS OR ITS OWNERS, AFFILIATES OR OTHER ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR THIS LIST.  
THERE MAY OR MAY NOT BE  EXTRA BONUS POINTS AWARDED BY THE JUDGE. PARTICIPATION IS UP TO THE 

INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS WHO CHOOSE TO PARTICIPATE.  YOU AUTHORIZE SCS TO USE ANY SUBMITTED PHOTOS.  
THANK YOU.
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Brilliant! Snap a shot of a teammate standing under a 
lightbulb as if coming up with a brilliant idea.

400 no

Copper Column Make a tower of pennies at least 30 high. Team 
member must be in picture.

400 no

Family Photo Photo of your entire family 400 up to 3

Hang Em' High Take a photo or video with all team members 
high-fiving strangers simultaneously.

400 up to 3

Happy Birthday Video or photo of someone singing Happy 
Birthday. Bonus points if there's a cake or 
balloons!

400 no

Photoshoot Take a picture of a stranger taking a picture of 
you.

400 no

Superhero Sighting Find any superhero and take a photo. 400 no

Weapon You've Never 
Seen Before

See someone using a weapon you've never 
seen before? Take a photo!

400 no

What a Year Obtain a coin of any denomination from 1999. 400 no

AKA Take a photo of the AKA logo on the back of 
the uniform.  Double points if you get a selfie 
with them.

350 up to 3

Competitive Edge Take a photo of the Competitive Edge logo.  
Double points if there is more than one in the 
photo.  Triple points if they’re smiling and 
looking at you!

350 up to 5

Next Level Find someone with a Next Level gi and take a 
photo.  Double points if you’re in it.

350 up to 3

Paul Mitchell Uniform Take a photo of the Team Paul Mitchell logo.  
Double points if there is more than one in the 
photo.  Triple points if they’re smiling and 
looking at you!

350 up to 3

TDE Power Find a TDE logo.  Double points if you get a 
selfie with them.

350 up to 5

Team Heartland Take a photo of the Team Heartland logo on 
the back of the uniform.  Double points if you 
get a selfie with them.

350 up to 5

Team Infinity Take a photo of the Team Infinity logo on the 
back of the uniform.  Double points if you get a 
selfie with them.

350 up to 3

Top Ten Get a photo of the Top Ten Logo (gear or 
team).  Double points if you get a selfie with 
them.

350 up to 3

Team Not on the List Logo of any team not on the list!  Double 
points for a selfie.

350 up to 10

Parkour Show off your newfangled parkour skills by 
jumping over an object in style. 
#dontgethurtyoureinnaska

200 up to 3

Someone Carrying a 
Trophy or Medal

Double points if it's yours. 200 up to 3

Someone with an SCS 
Shirt

Find someone with an SCS Shirt. Double points 
if you're in the picture!

200 unlimited (can’t 
be of the same 
person)

Starbucks Photo of a starbucks logo.  Double points if 
there is more than one in the photo.

200 no

Mickey Find a Mickey and take a photo with it 100 Up to 10
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* Points given by administrator who is the judge and high ruler of whether this is awesome or not.
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